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PRESIDENT’S CORNER
Walter Fletcher, M.D.

I

t’s been quiet in Martin, TN. At
the time of this writing, spring
has finally sprung and the cold
days appear to be over. It is a time to
look forward to new opportunities. In
other words, it is time to plant the
garden. This plan requires much negotiation between myself and members
of my family about what to plant and
what to leave for another year. This
year we will be growing popcorn and
not growing sweet corn. This has
nothing at all to do with today’s talk.
I would like to talk about the
word “collaboration.” Last October
at the annual meeting, the Tennessee
Pharmacists Association discussed
new legislation with the executive
committee about new roles for
pharmacists in providing care for
patients. The word “collaboration”
was used, and it was politely ex-
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plained to them that such word was
taboo in family physician circles due
to past legislative battles with the
nurse practitioners about collaboration versus supervision. In case you
are worried, the pharmacists are not
trying to take over primary care. They
do have some interesting ideas that
could help physicians and patients
and pharmacists. Everyone benefits.
The Tennessee Medical Association has also shown an interest in
collaboration. This particular tradition actually stretches back through
the history of our academy. I have
attended one TMA Board Meeting,
as your TNAFP President, and hope
to attend more. My experience has
been extremely positive and has
brought to my attention issues that
might have gone unnoticed. Once
again there is a mutual benefit.

We, as an academy, routinely
collaborate with other entities,
including the TN Chapter of the
American Academy of Pediatrics, the
TN Health Department, and one of
my favorite organizations, the Rural
Health Association of Tennessee;
RHAT, for short. When, and where, we
are able to work with other groups,
we are able to make tremendous
gains in health policy and outcomes
for everyone in the state. We cannot
always work with every group on
every issue and, of course, will oppose
some issues. However, when we pitch
in to help, we create a good reputation for the Tennessee Academy and
for family physicians. When other
state and private entities associate
us with positive collaborations, our
standing rises. For example, the
Tennessee AFP, for a second year,
collaborated with the Tennessee
Commission on Children and Youth,
the Children’s Hospital Alliance of
Tennessee, the TN Chapter of the
American Academy of Pediatrics, and
Camelot, in the sponsoring of the
“29th Annual Children’s Advocacy
Days Networking and Legislative
Reception” the first of March.
There is a catch to this issue.
Collaboration requires effort. The
Academy needs you to attend events,
to reach out to other physicians,
pharmacists, hospitals, and maybe,
even nurses (not on everything, of
course), in order to effect positive
change in Tennessee’s healthcare
environment. You can help first and
foremost by attending the Academy
meetings. Secondly, attend the TMA
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meetings in the spring and the fall.
Attend the Rural Health Association
meeting in November. Look for ways
to collaborate.
Before closing, I’d like to mention
serving as the moderator for the
2017 Tennessee Tar Wars Poster
Contest and getting to work with
WSMV-TV’s Snowbird. Snowbird
has been a judge and support for
Tar Wars in Tennessee every year
since the TNAFP committed to
sponsoring the program in Tennessee
in 1999, and we offer him our sincere
“thank you.” He even brought a
camera crew with him, and the poster
contest and our first place winner,
Willow Jones of Hartsville, were
on the Nashville news. Give consideration to teaching just one Tar
Wars class in your local school during the 2017-2018 academic year!
Also, by the time you read this
journal, it will be too late for you to
plant popcorn, but if you are nice
to me, I will tell you what the best
varieties are and how to harvest it
correctly. You know you want to
grow your own popcorn.
Sincerely,
Walter Fletcher M.D., Martin
2017 Tennessee AFP President
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EDITORIAL
Kim Howerton, M.D.

Time to Wage War Again

W

hen was the last time
that you spent an hour
with twenty excited and
engaged 5th graders? When was the
last time that you had the opportunity to shape the health of twenty
people at one time?
Well, Elly Riley, D.O., assistant
professor at UT-Jackson Family
Medicine Residency, regularly has
this amazing opportunity. Since 2012,
she and the residents have taught
Tar Wars during the Community
Medicine rotation. Initially they
taught in the rural counties outside
of Jackson. However, interest dwindled due to the declining number
of youth who smoked. Thankfully,
last year, Jackson-Madison County
Schools finally allowed her to teach
in the local school district. They
taught in all of the Jackson-Madison
County elementary schools!
Everyone from students to administrators welcomed Doctor Riley and
the residents. They were excited to
participate in several activities that
illustrated the harms of tobacco use.
One activity caused a significant
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outcry. Doctor Riley had the students
calculate the amount of money they
would spend if they smoked one pack
per day for 50 years-$91, 250. Then
she asked them how they would feel
if she just burned that pile of money.
They were outraged. They clearly
understood that smoking was just
burning money!
After the presentation, every
elementary school participated in the
poster contest. The overall county
winner advanced to the TNAFP
state Poster Contest, and the others
were displayed in the residency exam
rooms. Doctor Riley’s hope is that the
message will encourage both young
children and adults to avoid tobacco.
Since 1988, the Tar Wars message has served as an effective tool
to prevent youth tobacco use. Tar
Wars and other anti-tobacco messages have been successful. Cigarette
smoking has declined among U.S.
youth in recent years.
Unfortunately, this success led to
a declining interest in spreading the
message, and the tobacco industry has
taken advantage of this opportunity.

The industry has successfully repackaged their deadly product. Pleasantly
flavored, smokeless and accessible
products entice and addict our youth
every day. According to the CDC, in
2014, 73% of high school students
and 56% of middle school students
who used tobacco reported using a
flavored tobacco product.
Almost every street has a vapor
store. E-cigarettes are available in an
endless number of tempting flavors—
chocolate, peach, strawberry, vanilla.
Also, e-cigarettes are accessible.
They are the fastest growing tobacco
product used by our youth, and they
only serve as a gateway to future
traditional cigarette use. Youth do
not consider vaporized tobacco to be
as dangerous as traditional cigarettes.
Our youth are also using hookahs
more often now. Hookah bars are
common in larger cities. Adolescents
and young adults do not equate this
activity with cigarette smoking. It is
simply a recreational activity. Most
older adults do not even recognize
the purpose of the hookah. Have
you ever seen one of these?
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The tobacco industry has also
made dipping socially acceptable
again. SNUs are small, pleasantlyflavored packets of tobacco that
easily fit between the teeth and
cheek. The industry markets the
product to women because of the
taste and the convenience. Spitting
isn’t necessary and often people
aren’t even aware that a person
is dipping. The picture definitely
does match the stereotypical rough
cowboy with black liquid on his lip.
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As we all know, the tobacco
industry is amazingly cunning and
deceitful. The flavored, smokeless
tobacco products have lured Americans into the trap of addiction again.
The success of the new tactics proves
that our job is not done. We must
wage Tar Wars again. We must spread
the word. As Doctor Riley said, “My
No. 1 job as a family doctor is to
prevent disease. So, it’s a natural fit
for me. If I could just get one kid to
not use tobacco because of something
I told them in fifth grade, then that’s
enough for me.”
Kim Howerton, M.D., Jackson
Co-Editor
Tennessee Academy
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FRESH PERSPECTIVES

“Fresh Perspectives” is our new series which highlights different practice arrangements that our
members are experiencing and sharing with our readers. If you have a different practice arrangement
you would like to share, email the TNAFP at tnafp@bellsouth.net.

ACCOUNTABLE CARE
ORGANIZATIONS (ACOs)
...a Personal Experience

E

ach morning as thousands of
Tennesseans head to work,
they are likely unaware that
thousands of primary care physicians
are already on the job, rounding in the
hospital, signing off labs and test results,
and preparing for the day’s schedule.
However, the challenges we face in family
medicine, the largest specialty focused
on primary care, are growing rapidly
and accosting our freedom as independent professionals. The rising tide of
regulations and cost increases threaten
our ability to provide comprehensive,
personal, and high quality care to our
friends and neighbors, but are perhaps
most acutely experienced by the smaller
practices. Rural physicians, further
isolated by geography, strain under the
load to fulfill their professional calling.
Independent-minded rural physicians in the Upper Cumberland felt
this pressure increasing in 2012 and
joined together in a brand-new entity
being sponsored by the Medicare side
of CMS. This new entity was dubbed
the “Accountable Care Organization,”
or ACO. The driving engine has
always been cost containment, but the
goal is actually the three-fold “Triple
Aim” of increased quality, improved
patient experience, and lower cost.
We quickly discovered this model
also improved practice sustainability,
8 Tennessee Academy
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therefore reducing physician burnout
and resulting in our ‘Quadruple Aim.’
While professional organizations
such as the TNAFP provide a forum
for exchange of ideas and serve an
invaluable role in advocacy, the
business model, represented by large
groups and now, ACOs, provides
the administrative and contracting
support necessary for medical practice in the 21st century.
Our ACO, Cumberland Center for
Healthcare Innovation (CCHI), provides
many unique advantages. Our physicians retain the unique, independent
character of their practices, which are,
by nature, tailored to their patient

populations. The operational umbrella
allows these physicians access to
mountains of previously unobtainable
data with analytics tools, contracting
support, and connection with other
practices as practical operational
resources. The resulting improved
margin in finances and time reduces
physician stress and improves professional satisfaction. Private practice once
again becomes attractive to both the
seasoned veteran and the new physician.
Local, regional, and state-wide
relationships with payors, suppliers,
employers, allied health providers,
and government have produced a
fine network of support that further

reduces the sense of isolation
experienced by independent practices. In addition, local and regional
hospitals are providing electronic
admission-discharge-transfer (ADT)
information that allows CCHI to
rapidly notify the physician, and
therefore, creates the ability to see
our patients in 2-3 days rather than
2-3 weeks after discharge. This
combined flow of information also
creates essentially dozens of idea
incubators with our physicians in
the quest to improve the health of
our patients, communities, and state.
Practice-based Care Coordinators
bridge the gap between traditional
face-to-face medicine and populationbased oversight. “They work directly
with the patients they know, pray
with at church, and sit next to at
school ball games,” emphasizes
Jim Spurlock, DO, who practices
in Woodbury and serves as Chairman
of the Board. CCHI-based Care Coordinators then facilitate the information flow from insurance company
to practice and from practice to
practice. With the shift among all
payors to “value-based” payment,
our Care Coordinators actually
generate revenue for every practice,
further improving financial margin
and reducing staff fatigue.
The value of this physician-owned
and physician-managed organization
has been demonstrated with 90+%
quality scores and nearly $16 million
in savings for Medicare. Commercial
contracts have followed. The true
value on a local level, however, is
our model to support enhanced
patient care through care coordination and population management.
Each practice then benefits with
improved revenue to support the
quality initiatives. As CEO Brent
Staton, MD often says, “Healthcare, like politics, is local, and

our goal is to improve the health of
the entire state, one community at
a time.” This “behind-the-scenes”
structure provides improved continuity, communication, quality, and
satisfaction to the nearly 500,000
patients served annually.
CCHI views the approach, much
as other ACOs do, as an opportunity
to connect payment to performance,
but we have found delivery of the
highest quality and most effective
personalized care comes through
the primary care practices who have
longitudinal relationships with their
patients. The business of medicine,
however, has become so complex that
physicians need additional support.
New payment programs keep coming,
as PQRS, Meaningful Use, and VBPM
transition to MIPS and “Gaps in

Care” become a daily reality.
CCHI fills that need for medical
practices, enhancing their ability
to remain flexibly independent in
a rapidly changing marketplace.
CCHI has steadily grown
since 2012 from 37 rural practices to relationships with 180
independent family and internal
medicine physicians and mid-level
providers. Additionally, it provides
medical care for over half of the
counties in the state reaching from
Kentucky to the Alabama/Georgia
border and from North Carolina
to the Mississippi River.
Ty T. Webb, M.D., FAAFP
Chief Medical Officer, CCHI
Private Practice, Cumberland
Family Care
Sparta, TN
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Special CME Programs

Medical Review Officer Training
Comprehensive MRO Training including Hair,
Sweat, Oral Fluid, Alcohol Testing, and AAMRO
Certification Exam (Friday–Sunday)

Lexington, KY September 22–24, 2017
NEW! Advanced Comprehensive MRO Training
and Certification Exam (1.5 Day Program—
Certified MROs only) (Saturday–Sunday)

Lexington, KY September 23–24, 2017

800-489-1839
www.aamro.com
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2017 TENNESSEE TAR WARS
POSTER CONTEST
Willow Jones, Trousdale Elementary
School—1st Place Winner

T

ar Wars is a tobacco-free education program for
fourth- and fifth-grade students. The program is
designed to teach children about the short-term
health effects and image-based consequences of tobacco
use, and about being tobacco free by providing them tools
to make positive decisions regarding their health and
promote personal responsibility for their well being. The
Tennessee Academy of Family Physicians has coordinated
the Tar Wars program in Tennessee since the 1999-2000
academic school year.
The Tar Wars program goals are as follows: (1) Increase
knowledge of short-term health effects and image-based consequences of tobacco use, (2) Illustrate cost/financial impact
of using tobacco and ways money could be better spent,
(3) Identify reasons why people use tobacco, and (4) Explain
how tobacco industry markets their products to children
through tobacco advertising and tobacco use in movies.
Tennessee’s 18th Annual Tar Wars Poster Contest was
held in Nashville on Sunday, February 26, the day following the Tennessee AFP’s Annual Practice Enhancement
Seminar, with the posters being displayed during the
seminar for viewing by speakers and seminar attendees.
Congratulations to all of our 2017 Tennessee Tar
Wars Winners! First place winner was Georgia Willow
Jones of Hartsville who attends Trousdale County
Elementary School. Additional winners of the 2017
Tennessee Tar Wars Poster Contest are as follows:
2nd Place: NATHAN BROADWAY, Lafayette —
		
Lafayette Elementary School
3rd Place: ETHAN PLUNK, Finger —
		Bethel Springs Elementary School
4th Place: CYNTHIA ROCHA, Memphis —
		Hickory Ridge Elementary School
5th Place: NOAH BOWSER, Limestone —
		Grandview School
Honorable Mentions:
ELLA FLYNN, Lafayette —
Lafayette Elementary School
10 Tennessee Academy
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ANNISTON GRANT, Enville —
Adamsville Elementary School
KATHRYN KRILEY, Shady Valley —
Shady Valley Elementary School
MASON MILLER, Tullahoma —
Robert E. Lee Elementary School
CHLOE SUTTON, Sweetwater —
Brown Intermediate School

•
•
•
•

We sincerely thank our 2017 Poster Contest Judges:
Senator Joey Hensley, M.D. — Tennessee State
Senate, Hohenwald
Ann Hollingsworth — Director, Physician Liaison
Program, Vanderbilt, Nashville
Doris Spain — Executive Director, Tennessee
Public Health Association, Nashville
Snowbird — Weather Animal, WSMV-TV, Nashville

We also thank the following who were kind enough
to provide services and support in 2017:
• Michael Gardner, Photographer, Nashville
• Nick Stammler, George E. Fern Co., Nashville
• Lang Smith, M.D., Columbia
• Thomas Smith, M.D., Winchester
• Tennessee Academy of Family Physicians,
Brentwood
• Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville
Please consider teaching Tar Wars in one or more
of your local 4th and/or 5th grades. The 2017-2018
teaching guide will be available in September on the
TNAFP website (www.tnafp.org) for downloading.
The guide makes the program ready for you to step
in and teach one class or more, taking only approximately one hour per class. Thank you to the Tennessee
AFP members who have taught Tar Wars in their local
schools this school year and previous years. You make
a difference!

1st Place: Willow Jones, Hartsville —
Trousdale County Elementary School

2nd Place: Nathan Broadway, Lafayette —
Lafayette Elementary School

3rd Place: Ethan Plunk, Finger —
Bethel Springs Elementary School

4th Place: Cynthia Rocha, Memphis —
Hickory Ridge Elementary School

5th Place: Noah Bowser, Limestone — Grandview School
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HONORABLE
MENTIONS

Ella Flynn, Lafayette —
Lafayette Elementary School

Mason Miller, Tullahoma — Robert E. Lee Elementary School

Kathryn Kriley, Shady Valley —
Shady Valley Elementary School

Chloe Sutton, Sweetwater — Brown Intermediate School
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Anniston Grant, Enville —
Adamsville Elementary School

Continued on page 14

SENATE JOINT
RESOLUTION 0270
By Hensley

Senator Joey Hensley, M.D. presents Resolution of recognition and appreciation to Willow Jones,
Tennessee’s first place Tar Wars winner, with her mother, Rachel Gross, and father, Jacob Jones.

Senator Joey Hensley, M.D. and Willow Jones.

A RESOLUTION to recognize Georgia Willow Jones as the
first-place winner of the 2017 Tennessee Tar Wars Poster Contest.
WHEREAS, protecting, promoting, and improving the
health and prosperity of the people of the State of Tennessee are the stated goals of our State’s Health Department,
and tobacco use is the leading cause of preventable illness
and death in the United States; and
WHEREAS, according to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, cigarette smoking kills more than 480,000
Americans each year, with more than 41,000 of these
deaths from exposure to secondhand smoke; and
WHEREAS, Tennessee ranked forty-third in the United
Health Foundation’s 2016 America’s Health Rankings in
the use of tobacco; and
WHEREAS, the smoking rate among high school students
in Tennessee is 11.5 percent, while the adult smoking rate
is 21.9 percent, according to the Tobacco Free Kids′
tobacco-related data and rankings; and
WHEREAS, the Tennessee Academy of Family Physicians
has coordinated the national Tar Wars program in Tennessee since 1999 in an effort to discourage fourth- and
fifth-graders in this State from using tobacco products; and

WHEREAS, Tar Wars is a pro-health, tobacco-free education program for fourth- and fifth-graders by the American
Academy of Family Physicians, and it is designed to teach
children about the short-term health effects and imagebased consequences of tobacco use; to illustrate the cost
and financial impact of using tobacco and the ways money
can be spent more positively; to identify reasons why
people use tobacco; and to explain how tobacco advertising, tobacco use in movies, and the tobacco industry
market products to children; now, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE OF THE ONE
HUNDRED TENTH GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
STATE OF TENNESSEE, THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES CONCURRING, that we recognize and commend Georgia Willow Jones of Hartsville, a student at
Trousdale County Elementary School, for her exemplary
efforts in promoting a tobacco-free lifestyle to all of our
youth in Tennessee, and for placing first in the 2017
Tennessee Tar Wars Poster Contest.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that an appropriate copy of
this resolution be prepared for presentation with this final
clause omitted from such copy.
Tennessee Academy
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CALL FOR RESEARCH PAPERS DEADLINE OF AUGUST 1, 2017 (FIRM)

T

he Research Committee of the Tennessee Academy
of Family Physicians is pleased to announce the
“Call for Resident and Student Research Papers”
for presentation at the 69th Annual Scientific Assembly
to be held at the Park Vista Doubletree Hotel, Gatlinburg,
October 24-27, 2017. Three abstracts will be selected
by the Tennessee AFP Research Committee from those
abstracts submitted for actual presentation as part of
the TNAFP’s 2017 Annual Scientific Assembly program.
Those selected will have the opportunity to present their
research paper to a large audience of physicians from
throughout the mid-south who attend the Tennessee
AFP’s Annual Scientific Assembly. Those selected for
presentation during the scientific program will have up
to two (2) nights’ lodging and car mileage paid.
For abstracts submitted but not selected as one of the
three for actual presentation, the Research Committee will
review, with the same academic rigor, for possible poster
presentation of their research at the 2017 annual assembly.
A maximum of 8 posters may be selected for display, if they
meet requirements for suitability, design, conclusions, and

impact to the practice of family medicine. All rules and
guidelines listed in the “Call for Research Papers” will
apply to poster presentations, with additional requirements
for only poster presentations included.
Only Tennessee AFP Resident and Student members in
good standing are eligible to participate in the Tennessee
AFP Research Paper Competition. If you are involved in
research or other scholarly activities, the Research Committee would very much like to have you participate in
this Research Paper Competition.
A call for papers was mailed to all Tennessee AFP
Resident and Student members the end of March, and also
is available on the Tennessee AFP website (www.tnafp.org)
under the”Member’s Only” page. If you have questions,
please contact Cathy Dyer at the TAFP headquarters office
at 1-800-897-5949, or by email at tnafp@bellsouth.net.
You can access information and the submission form on
the TNAFP website at www.tnafp.org under the “Member’s
Only” page, if you have not received the copy mailed to
you at the end of March. The (firm) deadline for receipt
of research abstracts is August 1.

More from Tennessee’s 18th Annual Tar Wars Poster Contest

Our Judges with Willow (LtoR): Senator
Joey Hensley M.D.; Snowbird; Willow;
Ann Hollingsworth
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TNAFP President, Walter Fletcher, M.D.,
Moderating 2017 Tennessee Tar Wars
Poster Contest

Snowbird with 1st Place Winner, Willow
Jones, and her mother, Rachel Gross

CALL FOR RESOLUTIONS FOR 2017 TENNESSEE
AFP CONGRESS OF DELEGATES
Deadline for receipt of Resolutions for publication to membership is July 1.
Deadline for receipt of Resolutions for reproduction and inclusion in the Delegates’ kits is September 15.
If a Resolution is not received in
writing by the Tennessee AFP office
in Brentwood prior to September 15,
any member of the Tennessee AFP
may present IN WRITING at the
opening of the Congress of Delegates’
meeting on October 30, any Resolution pertinent to the objectives of
the Academy. Three copies are
required of Resolutions to be

presented from the floor of the
Congress, with one copy to the
TNAFP Speaker, one copy to the
TNAFP Executive Director and
one copy retained by the presenter.
Important Resolution
Writing Tips:
“Whereas” clauses explain
the problem and/or situation.

“Resolved” clauses must be
written to stand alone.
(Only “Resolved” clauses are
subject to be voted on and adoption,
meaning that whatever action is
called for in the Resolution must
be clearly stated in the “Resolved”
portion of the Resolution. Keep
the “Resolved” clauses focused on
what is desired as the end result.)
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LEADERS ON THE MOVE
Congratulations to the following
graduating medical student members
who received the 2017 Tennessee
AFP’s “Outstanding Student in
Family Medicine” award. Each
recipient is awarded $500 and an
engraved plaque.
• Brooke Slaughter, M.D.—
Graduate of East Tennessee
State University Quillen College
of Medicine, Johnson City
(U.T. St. Thomas Hospital
Family Medicine Residency,
Murfreesboro, TN)
Paid Advertisement

• Ariel Felix, M.D.—Graduate
of Meharry Medical College,
Nashville (Florida State University Family Medicine Residency,
Tallahassee, FL)
• Justin Ryan Turner, M.D.—
Graduate of University of
Tennessee College of Medicine, Memphis (U.T. Jackson,
Family Medicine Residency,
Jackson, TN)
• Christina Marmol, M.D.—
Graduate of Vanderbilt

INFORMATION
FOR MEMBERS
University School of Medicine,
Nashville (Boston University
Medical Center Family Medicine Residency, Boston, MA)
Congratulations to ETSU medical
students and TNAFP student
members, Kaitlyn Jongkind Shirely
and Morgan Buda, for being
selected to receive a 2017 Family
Medicine Leads Emerging Institute Scholarship from the AAFP
Foundation. They will attend the
FML Emerging Leadership Institute in July.
The Tennessee AFP received the
AAFP’s award for 2nd Place for
the Highest Percent Retention
of New Physicians for 2016
and 100% resident membership
during AAFP Annual Chapter
Leadership Forum (ACLF) and
National Conference of Constituency Leaders (NCCL) the
end of April in Kansas City. A
huge “thank you” to all our
Family Medicine Residency
Program Directors, along with
their faculty and staff, for their
assistance in encouraging their
residents to be members of the
Academy!
Mark your calendar for the
Tennessee AFP’s 69th Annual
Scientific Assembly October
24-27 at the Park Vista Doubletree Hotel in Gatlinburg. Program
brochures will be available in
June by mail and on the TNAFP
website at www.tnafp.org.
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DANVILLE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER

JOIN OUR RESIDENCY FACULTY
AND HAVE

FREEDOM
TO TEACH
FAMILY MEDICINE
ASSOC FM PROGRAM DIRECTOR
FM CORE FACULTY
Teach, mentor, & precept residents
in our brand new state-of-the-art
family medicine residency clinic!
and resources dedicated for teaching and
P Time
administrative duties
experience with no adult inpatient
P Outpatient
medicine or call
P Highly competitive compensation package

To apply, email LuAnne.Long@lpnt.net

DANVILLE, VIRGINIA

DRMCResidency.com
DanvilleRegional.com
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Tennessee AFP Members

POST YOUR PRACTICE OPPORTUNITIES AT NO COST
TENNESSEE AFP MEMBERS ATTENTION:
If you are looking for a partner or a practice location, send information, preferably by
email as an MS Word attachment to tnafp@bellsouth.net, or by mail to Tennessee AFP,
212 Overlook Circle, Suite 201, Brentwood, TN 37027, or by fax to 615-370-5199.

Information for practice opportunities will be accepted only from TNAFP
members and will be placed in the Tennessee Family Physician at no charge.
You are required to include your name, address and/or telephone number and/
or fax number and/or email address, as contact concerning opportunities will be
made directly between interested parties, and not through the Tennessee AFP.

Information will be placed in four (4) editions, unless the Tennessee AFP
is notified otherwise. Deadline for the next issue (Fall 2017) is July 21.
Paid Advertisement
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RECAP OF FEBRUARY 26, 2017
BOARD OF DIRECTOR’S MEETING
• Reviewed and approved 4th Quarter 2016
Financial Report.
• Received listing of Active members with outstanding
2017 membership dues which are payable by April 1.

• Noted Doctor Beth Anne Fox, M.D. was appointed to the
AAFP Commission on Health of the Public and Science.

• Approved 2017 Operating Budget.
• Approved 100% 2017 dues reduction for four members
in charitable medical service.
• Approved including a link to a survey for the ETSU
Medical Library regarding Fitness Tracking in the
next blast email if the date falls within the ETSU
timeframe for the survey.

• Noted the Tennessee AFP was ranked 11th in statewide professional association in the 2017 Nashville
Business Journal’s Book of Lists, Ranking is based on
membership totals.

• Received for information, the Executive Committee
voted to again be a co-sponsor of the “Quittin’ Time
in Tennessee” in 2017, sponsored by the TN Department of Health.
Tennessee AFP members may contact Cathy at the TNAFP
office for additional information on any of these items.
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Rural & Urban Underserved
Practice Site
Incentive for Communities
Has your rural or underserved practice site been recruiting a
primary care physician or psychiatric nurse practitioner for
two or more years?
Does your practice site need a physician to practice family
medicine, internal medicine, pediatrics, psychiatry, internal
medicine/pediatrics, or obstetric/gynecology OR a psychiatric nurse practitioner to help with behavioral health needs?
If the answer to these questions is yes, you may be eligible for up to
$30,000 to use for a sign-on bonus, relocation or expansion of benefits to
help recruit a clinician who has been practicing for 12 months or longer.
The physician or psychiatric nurse practitioner must practice for your site
a minimum of two years.
Site Criteria
• Site must be an established practice site that has entered their job
opportunity into TRP’s job database (go to www.tnpca.org and click
on submit a job), AND
• Site must have been working to recruit a physician or psychiatric
nurse practitioner for two years or more OR demonstrate an immediate need because of a retirement, death, etc.
• Rural sites must currently take TennCare patients; urban underserved
sites must have a payer mix that includes at least 30% TennCare or
uninsured patients; the provider hired must accept TennCare patients
More Details
• Go to our web site (www.tnrp.org) for details and an application—
click on the Stipend & Incentives tab, then on the Rural/Urban
Underserved Practice Site Incentive Program for Communities.
• Applications are reviewed quarterly. Quarterly deadlines for the
remainder of 2017 are the 20th of June, September, and December.
Questions?
Contact Denise Primm at dprimm@tha.com or 615.401.7462
The number of incentives awarded will vary each year depending
upon available funding and the number of applicants.
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